
VINCENNES - 23 November 

Race 1 

1. CALINA - Unplaced in seven runs this campaign and needs to find best form 

to be considered.  

2. ELVIS DU VALLON - Good second two runs back but could only finish sixth 

at this track next time. More needed.  

3. BLACK JACK FROM - Well beaten on last two starts and others make more 

appeal on current form.  

4. VIOLETTO JET - Fifth in G3 company nine days ago here and has the ability 

to be involved at this level.  

5. CASH DU RIB - G3 winner two runs back and holds leading claims if able to 

reproduce that level of form.  

6. DOSTOIEVSKI - Struggled in G3 at Nantes but previous form this season 

gives him a chance.  

7. DREAM DE LASSERIE - Third in a Class B handicap last month and has a 

good record at this track. Can go well.  

8. ESTOLA - Failed to finish at Bordeaux earlier this month and needs to 

bounce back quickly.  

9. JERRY MOM - Class B winner two outings back before finish fourth in this 

class next time. Can be competitive.  

10. CHALIMAR DE GUEZ - Third in a G2 at this track earlier in the month and 

should be thereabouts with a similar effort.  

11. CANTIN DE L'ECLAIR - Without a win this year but this drop in class could 

see him finish closer.  

12. BAD BOY DU DOLLAR - On a long losing run and looks likely to be 

outclassed at this level.  

13. MILLIONDOLLARRHYME - Landed a G3 on debut at this track earlier this 

month and should make a bold bid to remain unbeaten.  

14. UNIQUE JUNI - Off the track since winning in February but can go close if 

ready for this first run after a break.  



Summary 

MILLIONDOLLARRHYME (13) made a winning debut in a G3 at this track. 

Could have more to offer and win again. DREAM DE LASSERIE (7) finished 

third in a Class B race. The three-time winner at this venue might go well. 

UNIQUE JUNI (14) has been off the track since February. Not ruled out if 

returning to her best. DOSTOIEVSKI (6) failed to shine in a G3 last outing. 

Holds claims back at this level however. JERRY MOM (9) and CHALIMAR DE 

GUEZ (10) have recent form to be involved. 

Selections 

MILLIONDOLLARRHYME (13) - DREAM DE LASSERIE (7) - UNIQUE JUNI 

(14) - DOSTOIEVSKI (6) - JERRY MOM (9) - CHALIMAR DE GUEZ (10)  



Race 2 

1. EXCESSIVE WELL - Struggled for best from this year and needs to improved 

now returned to a mounted race.  

2. FREEMAN DE HOUELLE - Can be forgiven for recent efforts since returning 

from a break and has the potential to finish closer in this sphere.  

3. EAST RIVER - Failed to finish at this track three weeks ago but had 

previously won two in a row. Leading claims if completing.  

4. EZALYO SMART - Recent efforts can be ignored and worth consideration 

now back in a mounted race for the first time since June.  

5. FIGHTER SMART - Only had one start in a mounted race and remains 

unexposed. Form this year leaves him with something to find.  

6. FLORE DE JANEIRO - Failed to complete in Class A last month. Does not 

have the best strike-rate and others appeal more.  

7. ETONNANT - Back to form when second in a G2 at this track 18 days ago. 

Should go close with a similar effort.  

8. ETOILE DE BRUYERE - Solid record in mounted races but was only seventh 

at this course last time. Can go well if near best.  

9. FADO DU CHENE - Finished third in a G1 two runs back and was fifth at this 

track next time. Unlikely to be far away.  

10. FEELING CASH - Three-time winner this year with most recent success 

coming in a G1 back in September. Strong claims.  

Summary 

EAST RIVER (3) did not finish at this track when attempting to complete a hat-

trick in latest. Can be given another chance and might go close. FEELING 

CASH (10) was a G1 winner in September. Holds form to be involved at this 

level. FADO DU CHENE (9) was third behind Feeling Cash in a G1 before 

finishing fifth at this track. Set to be thereabouts. ETONNANT (7) produced a 

better effort when second and may find another placing. 

Selections 

EAST RIVER (3) - FEELING CASH (10) - FADO DU CHENE (9) - 

ETONNANT (7)  



Race 3 

1. HERACLES PERRINE - Makes his debut in what looks to be a tough race 
and probably best watched.  

2. HELIOS DU GOUTIER - Winner in this class two runs back before DQ at this 
track. Can bounce back.  

3. HOP D'OCCAGNES - Finished fourth on all three starts in mounted races. 
Could find a place.  

4. HACKER BOY - DQ two of last three starts and now switches to a mounted 
race. Prefer to watch.  

5. HARTIST GRIFF - Fourteen-race maiden who needs to improve for this 
change of discipline.  

6. HIBISCUS FAB - Class F winner on return before third next time. Should be 
thereabouts.  

7. HERCULE DU LEVANT - Recent efforts can be forgiven and he could be 
considered having won his last start in mounted company.  

8. HELIOT BEST - Winner two runs back before a DQ at Laval next time. Makes 
debut in a mounted race.  

9. HENRI DE L'ANTE - Placed once in eight career starts and looks to be 
vulnerable. 

10. HADES DE CELINIERE - Returns from a break and has the potential to 
improve after only four career outings.  

11. HOUSTON ROCKET - Still a maiden but shown improved form to place 
twice recently. Could find the frame.  

12. HIER HAUFOR - Deserved success when scoring at Graignes a fortnight 
ago. Up in class but looks to be going the right way.  

13. HOGAN DE HOUELLE - Shown limited ability in nine starts in this sphere. 
Others make more appeal.  

14. HOCKFELER DU MESLE - Better effort when third in this sphere two runs 
back. Recent effort can be ignored and he is not ruled out.  

15. HARLAN - Finished second on previous two outings and looks a likely 
contender to be involved at the finish.  

16. HONEY DE BANVILLE - Latest effort can be forgiven and return to this 
discipline should suit. Can be considered.  



Summary 

HIER HAUFOR (12) is improving steadily. Off the mark with a victory at 

Graignes in latest and though this looks tougher can continue his good run. 

HELIOS DU GOUTIER (2) was successful in this class two runs back before 

failing to finish in a higher grade next time. Given another chance. HIBISCUS 

FAB (6) scored on return to action in Class F while then finishing third. Remains 

in form and go well. HONEY DE BANVILLE (16) will appreciate revisiting this 

discipline. Not ruled out. HOGAN DE HOUELLE (13) and HERCULE DU 

LEVANT (7) may also feature. 

Selections 

HIER HAUFOR (12) - HELIOS DU GOUTIER (2) - HIBISCUS FAB (6) - 

HONEY DE BANVILLE (16) - HOGAN DE HOUELLE (13) - HERCULE DU 

LEVANT (7)  



Race 4 

1. HYACINTHE DAXEL - Solid record at this level and finished fourth last 

month. Could find a place.  

2. HAUTE VOLTIGE - Seventh at this track three weeks ago but previous form 

could see her finish closer.  

3. HIGHNESS QUICK - Won her last two starts including at this track in 

September. Strong chance of completing a hat-trick.  

4. HELLS BELLS - Finished second on previous two outings but has more to 

do now upped in grade.  

5. HOLLYWOOD NIGHT - Could not make an impact in a G2 at this track nine 

days ago but this test looks more suitable.  

6. HALOYA DE VISAIS - Well beaten in a G1 when last seen in June. May 

need this run.  

7. HERMIONE DE CAREL - Solid record this campaign and finished fifth at this 

track last time. Can be involved.  

8. HALMA VICI - Has not been at her best since upped in class and may find 

a couple too good.  

9. HARMONY LOVE - Failed to finish in Class A last month but has the ability 

to feature at this level.  

10. HELP ME WIN - Midfield at this track earlier in the month and likely to need 

a step forward.  

11. HISTOIRE D'UNA - Class A winner at Laval last time and has a chance to 

follow up at this level.  

12. HORA BOT EUR MOEL - DQ at this track recently but previous second 

gives her a chance to be competitive.  

13. HISTOIRE D'EOLE - Below best when eighth last time but has a good 

strike-rate and is not ruled out.  

 

 



Summary 

HIGHNESS QUICK (3) is looking to complete a hat-trick after back-to-back wins 

in September. Holds strong claims. HISTOIRE D'UNA (11) was a Class A 

winner at Laval and is respected back down in grade.  HYACINTHE DAXEL (1) 

finished fourth at this level last time. Rates a chance to make the frame. 

HISTOIRE D'EOLE (13) was not at her best earlier this month but is worth 

considering. 

Selections 

HIGHNESS QUICK (3) - HISTOIRE D'UNA (11) - HYACINTHE DAXEL (1) - 

HISTOIRE D'EOLE (13)  



Race 5 

1. GRANIT DU FRESNE - Out of form on recent outings and hard to 

recommend.  

2. GEDEON DAIRPET - Not been at his best so far this year but won five races 

last season. Respected.  

3. GRABUGE - Finished third two runs back but well beaten at this track 24 

days ago. Needs to bounce back.  

4. GHANA FLIGNY - Ten runs without finding a place this campaign and others 

make more appeal.  

5. GAROU PIERJI - Third in Class B company second up this campaign 19 

days ago and should be competitive at this level.  

6. GRIBOUILLE - Better effort when third at this track in Class C a week ago. 

Leading chance with a similar run.  

7. GLORIEUX - Finished third in Class A at Laval a week ago. Drops in class 

and warrants consideration.  

8. GAMIN DE MAHEY - Placed on previous three outings and is usually 

consistent. Should be thereabouts.  

9. GAUDEO - Fair effort when finishing fourth after a break at this track. Should 

prove fitter this time.  

10. GOSSIP BOY - Off the track since winning at La Capelle in September. 

Can go close if ready for this run.  

11. GENEVRIER - Down the field at this venue last season but earlier season 

form would give him minor claims.  

12. GOLD FLY - Scored at Enghien two runs back but failed to complete at this 

track next time. Claims if able to finish.  

13. GEOFFREY D'AM - Winner at this track in September but could not match 

that level of form next time. More needed.  

14. GAUCHO DE HOUELLE - Looks vulnerable for the win but could sneak 

into a place judged on recent efforts.  

15. GLOSSY BOY - In good form before being outclassed at Laval. Should find 

this test suitable.  



Summary 

GRIBOUILLE (6) returned to form when third in a Class C at this track. Holds 

strong claims dropping in grade. GOSSIP BOY (10) won in September and will 

be a danger if still in the same form. Include. GEDEON DAIRPET (2) was a 

five-time scorer last year. Yet to show his best this time. Not to be discounted. 

GLORIEUX (7) finished third in Class A company and may finish closer in this 

grade. GLOSSY BOY (15) and GAUDEO (9) are also considered. 

Selections 

GRIBOUILLE (6) - GOSSIP BOY (10) - GEDEON DAIRPET (2) - GLORIEUX 

(7) - GLOSSY BOY (15) - GAUDEO (9)  



Race 6 

1. IVANA DES RACQUES - Class E winner two runs back before finishing sixth 
in this grade. Can improve after only four starts.  

2. IT'S EASY - Debut winner who has since finished third on two subsequent 
starts. Likely to be involved.  

3. IDYLLE DES BERTHES - Yet to be competitive in three runs so far and 
would need to see improvement before including.  

4. I AM CRAZY - Has been unable to build on a victory earlier in the year and 
could prove vulnerable.  

5. IALKA JENILAT - Fourth in this grade two weeks ago and could pick up 
minor honours. 

6. ISOLA FARNESE - Failed to finish in Class A 48 days ago but previously 
placed on all three starts. Should be thereabouts.  

7. IVANKA BAROSSO - Lost her way in recent starts and hard to recommend 
at present.  

8. IDYLLE DE BAILL - Still a maiden but has placed on four of five starts. 
Unlikely to be far away.  

9. INES DU LOISIR - Finished second on first two outings before DQ in this 
class two weeks ago. Worth another chance.  

10. IGNAME DE BLAY - Failed to finish on debut and would prefer to watch on 
this occasion.  

11. ILDA DE BERTRANGE - Makes her debut in what looks to be a tough race 
and should benefit from the experience.  

12. IRONIE D'HERIPRE - Did not complete at this track on debut in September. 
Can look elsewhere.  

Summary 

IT'S EASY (2) won first time out and finished third in two runs since that 
success. Set to return to winning ways. IDYLLE DE BAILL (8) placed in four of 
her five career attempts. Might be competitive once again. Include. INES DU 
LOISIR (9) failed to finish in this class but can be given another chance judging 
on previous efforts. IVANA DES RACQUES (1) scored two outings back and 
holds the potential to improve after only four starts. 

Selections 

IT'S EASY (2) - IDYLLE DE BAILL (8) - INES DU LOISIR (9) - IVANA DES 
RACQUES (1)  



Race 7 

1. GO TO DE HOUELLE - DQ on return to action at this track last week. Should 
fare better second up.  

2. GALAXIE GEMA - Improved effort when 21m fifth in Class C at this track a 
month ago. Can go close in this grade.  

3. GLORIA VICI - Out of form this campaign and has a poor strike-rate. Others 
preferred.  

4. GRACIEUSE LIGHT - Would prefer to watch now making her first start in a 
mounted race.  

5. GRETA - Recent efforts can be forgiven and she could be considered 
dropped in class and back in this discipline.  

6. GORGEOUS GASCOGNE - Fourteen runs without finding a place this year 
and hard to recommend on current form.  

7. GOLDEN LADY - Well beaten in two runs since returning from a break. More 
needed.  

8. GLOSSY THOURJAN - Yet to be competitive in three runs this year but 
drops in grade now. Should be involved.  

9. GRACE DE DAIDOU - Disappointing last time but had previously been 
consistent. Worth another chance in this sphere.  

10. GINA DE TILOU - DQ in Class C at this track three weeks ago. Could 
bounce back quickly.  

11. GEISHA SPEED - Finished fourth on two recent outings but hard to know 
what to expect switching to mounted company. 

12. GRANVILLAISE BLEUE - Appreciated return to a mounted race when 
second in Class C at this track 20 days ago. Can go one better.  

Summary 

GRANVILLAISE BLEUE (12) improved to finish second in Class C at this track. 
Chance of going one place better dropping in grade. GLOSSY THOURJAN (8) 
struggled in tougher races this campaign. Might have the ability to go close at 
this level. GALAXIE GEMA (2) finished fifth at this venue. Holds claims of 
finding a placings at least GRACE DE DAIDOU (9) was below her best in latest. 
Worth another chance in a mounted race after only one outing. 

Selections 

GRANVILLAISE BLEUE (12) - GLOSSY THOURJAN (8) - GALAXIE GEMA 
(2) - GRACE DE DAIDOU (9)  



Race 8 

1. GWENDOLINE - Finished second in a similar race at this track ten days ago. 
Should remain competitive.  

2. GINA COSTARDIERE - Winner when last seen in September and could go 
close if returning in the same form.  

3. GRANDE SOIREE - Class F winner two runs back before finishing third in 
Class A. Likely contender.  

4. GUECHA GIRL - Struggling for best form since returning from a break but 
has claims if at his best in this grade.  

5. GREAT TIGRESS - Without a win in four starts this campaign but is capable 
of a strong showing at this level.  

6. GARDEN PARTY - Still a maiden and looks vulnerable for win purposes 
once again.  

7. GAYA DU BOUFFEY - Fourth at this track 55 days ago but likely to need 
improvement upped in grade.  

8. GINA BOURBON - Has not been able to build on a victory earlier in the year 
and has been unable to show best form at this track.  

9. GARDE MOI HAUFOR - First win of the year when successful at this track 
by 1.4m ten days ago. Has a chance to follow up.  

10. GAMMA DU CHENE - Impossible to recommend on current form and best 
watched.  

11. GLYCINE VRIE - Finished second two runs back before a fourth at this 
track. Could find the frame. 

12. GOLDWYN DU CAUX - Well beaten in two runs in this grade since a victory. 
Hard to consider.  

Summary 

GRANDE SOIREE (3) ran well to finish third in a Class A. Could go close now 
dropping in grade. GINA COSTARDIERE (2) has been off the track since 
winning in September. Holds leading claims if ready for this first run back after 
a short break. GWENDOLINE (1) showed ability when second at this circuit. 
May find a place again. GARDE MOI HAUFOR (9) was off the mark here earlier 
in the month and can remain competitive. GLYCINE VRIE (11) finished second 
two outings back before a fourth at this track. Could find the frame. 

Selections 

GRANDE SOIREE (3) - GINA COSTARDIERE (2) - GWENDOLINE (1) - 
GARDE MOI HAUFOR (9) - GLYCINE VRIE (11) 


